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Last month I linked all the pieces of the strategic plan in our newsletter. Hopefully, you have had a
chance to review the strategic plan and think about how it supports and includes you. There are
connections for students, families, staff, and community members. On January 17th our K-8 GT
Teachers connected each piece to the work we do every day. Here are the key points of what we
did and what we determined:

Each person started by re�ecting on their job and how they would answer these categories of
questions:

Mission: What do we do? Who do we serve? What are we trying to accomplish? What
impact do we want to achieve?



Vision: Where are we going moving forward? What do we want to
achieve in the future? What would the ideal future look like? How
would we know if we reached the ideal?
Values: What do we stand for? What do we value? What behaviors
must we use and expect to reach our goals?
We then aligned these personal re�ections with the Colorado
Department of Education's (CDE) Gifted Education laws and rules.
Last year, a team from CDE visited our district and provided
feedback on how we were meeting these laws and rules. For more
information on their feedback see the October 2022 D51 GT
Newsletter.
Our main reason for doing this foundational work is to con�rm or
clarify all pieces of the strategic plan as a guide for D51 GT
Department work. These are the pieces that were adopted that
day...
Mission: D51 engages our community, families, and staff to
deliver individualized, collaborative, and challenging educational
experiences to prepare each and every student for their brightest
future.
Four Core Behaviors:
D51 focuses on the whole learner to foster growth and high
achievement.

D51 believes in the strengths of our people, our schools, and our communities.
D51 values individuality, inclusivity, and belonging.
D51 commits to continuous improvement.

What do you think? Do you feel these represent D51 gifted education? I would love to hear your
thoughts. The D51 GT Team has more work to do with the strategic plan and we will keep you
updated.

Do you have a student in your life that has a goal for theater or performing arts? Did you know that
Grand Junction has a community theater for students that helps to build creativity, risk-taking

skills, and fostering self-con�dence? It is called the Theatre Project.

https://www.cde.state.co.us/gt/lawsregs
https://www.d51schools.org/cms/one.aspx?portalId=81872&pageId=519158


Theatre Project

Recently, two students in the GT program from Tope Elementary learned about the art of theatrical
performance and developed their love for the arts in a new and exciting way. Destiny King, a third-
grade student, auditioned and became part of the ocean as she danced, sang, and swayed as a
wave in the recent musical production of Moana. Destiny performed along with �fth grader Olympia
Albers, who played a lead role in the production as Moana herself. Both girls enjoyed the
experience so much that they are both considering trying out in the spring at Creative Avenues for
the next theater opportunity of Aladdin.

Destiny’s favorite part about being in theater is dancing on stage because she likes learning the
dances and teaching the dances to others. She was also in the production of Lion King last year as
a bird and a wildebeest. According to Destiny, the hardest part about being in a production is
learning the dances by memory because the director usually will only teach the dance moves once,
and then the students need to practice at home and learn the moves by heart.

Olympia loved playing the role of Moana but also admits that learning all her lines and being able
to “push away” her nervousness was challenging. Something that was important to her was being
able to recover quickly after an occasional mess-up. She feels that being in a production like
Moana would be fun for anyone that wants to learn about theater and meet new friends.

Click HERE if you would like to learn more about the theater project and �nd out about the next
production.

https://theatreprojectgj.com/


If you would like to watch the local performance of Moana, click HERE.

Some learners at Orchard Avenue have opinions on some games that you might want to buy at our
local game shop for family fun (Board Fox Games downtown).

Q-bitz

Q-bitz received 4 and 5 stars from the third and �fth graders. Here is
what they had to say:

“I liked how there were three rounds and each round was more
challenging.”
“It’s a good memory game, but challenging and fun.”
“Your brain hurts at the end.”
“Loved it because you are racing against others to complete
the pattern and you have to be super focused.”

SLAPZI

SLAPZI received 4 ½ and 5 stars from �rst third and �fth graders Here is what they had to say:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AZtXjSftQ74


“It’s fun, challenging and fascinating. You can learn new words.”
“You have to be quick and think quickly.”
“So much fun! It makes you think.” (Lots of giggles from �rst
graders.)
“You have to be able to read to play this game, so younger kids
would need someone to read the clue cards.”
“It’s fun because you have so many different ways to play.”
“If you don’t like speed games, then this game might be too

stressful for you.”

ITZI
ITZI received 4 ½ and 5 stars from �fth graders. Here is what they
had to say:

“I think this game is for people who like fast paced games and
not so much for people who like slow paced games. If you like
trivia games, this game is for you.”
“Amazing game! Extremely funny!! De�nitely recommend it for
family fun.”
“It’s a fun, challenging game that stimulates the brain. Since it is fast paced, you might need to
practice.”
“It gets the brain going, but not made for people who lose their temper easily.”

The next two games were reviewed by a fourth grader who took them home to play with his family.

Roller Coaster Challenge

Last night, I played the game Roller Coaster Challenge. Game cards
tell you where to put certain pieces to start. At the bottom of the
card it tells which pieces you’ll need to �nish the roller coaster, and
on the back of the card is the solution to the puzzle. Your job is to
connect the pieces that the card told you to place using the pieces
it listed on the bottom.

I give this game a 3 ½ star rating (out of 5). My sister rated it 4 out
of 5. Some pros of this game are: it really stretches your brain, it can be played with family and
friends, it has different levels of di�culty so that anybody can play, and last but not least, it keeps
you busy for hours.

Some cons of this game are: the instructions are kind of hard to follow, and it falls over pretty
easily. Check it out and see what you think!

Gravity Maze



In the game Gravity Maze, you are trying to make the towers lead a
marble to the end point. The cards tell you what other towers you
need to build and then you need to use your brain to �gure out
where the other towers go so your marble gets to the end.

I rate this 4 stars out of 5 because it is easy to learn. Young kids
can play, you can play by yourself, or you can play with your family.
The game is well built and the pieces �t solidly together. The game
board is a little small and I wish this game had a bigger base. I hope
you will get this game and enjoy it too.

5th-grade students from Rim Rock Elementary were excited to
compete in the First Lego League Challenge tournament in
November. They worked really hard to learn everything from
coding to building and modifying their robot to working together
as a team. In just 6 short weeks they worked really hard to be
ready for the tournament. I sat down with them to ask them some
questions about our season. Here are their responses.

What are you most proud of during this season?
Several of the teammates shared that they were most proud of learning how to code the robot to
complete missions. Others mentioned that they were proud of our innovation project, a solar-
powered car.

What was your favorite part of the season?
They all said the tournament was their favorite.
“I really liked spending the day with my teammates, it was really fun.”- Jaymz Barrett

What was the most challenging task of the season, and what did you learn the most about during
this season?
They all said that coding was by far the most challenging, and something they learned the most
about. Several of the team members said that they felt the most di�cult thing was having to
recode our robot at the tournament.

What word would you use to describe our team?
Persistent- Ryder Van Why
Amazing- Axie Lee
Fun- Sylvie Lee
Kind- Kevin Watt
Better- Jaymz Barret
Fun- Wyatt Menge
Magni�cent- Jeremiah Hoisington

Some words of advice for future Lego League Challenge teams



“Don’t get frustrated.” -Jeremiah Hoisington
“Don’t get mad over tiny things.” Jaymz Barrett
“Don’t mess around a lot.” Ryder Van Why
“Try hard and have fun!” Wyatt Menge
“Practice, practice, practice.” Kevin Watt
“Never give up!” Sylvie Lee
“Do good.” Axie Lee



By Sue Jerome -- Gifted and Talented Teacher at
Appleton/Chat�eld Elementary Schools

We are now approaching the time of year when we prepare for the
state’s standardized test (often known as CMAS tests). Students
and parents frequently groan and wonder what they can do to get
out of taking the tests. Often parents consider opting their student
out of taking these state-mandated tests. Be sure that you carefully consider your options and
their consequences.

When you opt your student out of taking the state’s test(s), your school is missing a chance to see
your student’s performance on that test. It’s a bit like a teacher looking at a jigsaw puzzle with
some of the pieces covered up. Those pieces could be simply more of a large blue sky, or they
could be some tree branches that do not appear in the rest of the puzzle. Without seeing all the
pieces, we’re not sure what is under the cover.

The teachers do their best to plan appropriate instruction for each and every student, but if we’re
missing part of the data, it’s an incomplete plan. When students are being considered for advanced
work in middle school classes, formal identi�cation as gifted and talented, or Challenge School
admission, students without CMAS scores are missing part of their data. We may have to wait
longer for the data to appear in other realms (NWEA or other tests). The missing data is not
considered as a negative factor, but as an unknown factor.

One of the most common methods of formal identi�cation as gifted and talented requires a
cognitive test score of 95th percentile or above and at least two different measures from criterion-
or norm-referenced achievement tests, norm-referenced observation scales, and/or a qualifying
performance evaluation. A Level 5 score on CMAS (Exceeded Expectations) or a CMAS test score
of 95th percentile or above would count as a qualifying score. Without that score, we would have
to wait for another qualifying score.

Another consideration is the opportunity to prepare your student for high-stakes testing in high
school (like Advanced Placement (AP), SAT, and ACT tests). CMAS is an opportunity for students
to try out an intensive online test without all of the negative consequences. A former Appleton
teacher was famous for coaching his students on upcoming tests with these words: “Let’s
celebrate! It’s a test! It’s an opportunity to show what you know!”

The decision is yours, but I would encourage you to carefully consider all of the factors.
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Westslope CO Gifted & Talented
This group is to support Westernslope Parents of Gifted & Talented
and 2E kids.
We share hope, empowerment, ideas, opportunities, and overall
support each other.

https://www.smore.com/app/attachments/download/637e4f8a1fac8a72c4ef417c
https://www.smore.com/app/attachments/download/63867b2b5c4c338b2cd64320
https://www.facebook.com/groups/630703478277200/


















Join us for virtual and on-demand learning about all things Gifted and Talented! Click the picture or
scan the QR code to learn more about this month-long event.



Gifted Support Group

Curated Conversations: Opportunities to Activate
Talents and Passions at Home

Speaker: Dr. Jessica Manzone

Monday, February 6, 2023 • 6:00 p.m. PST

Virtual Meeting on Zoom

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89419593427

During this presentation, Dr. Manzone will discuss a set of strategies for engaging gifted learners
in conversations at home. This interactive session will provide parents with some prompts for
turning dinner conversations into opportunities to stimulate passions, interests, and talents.

About the Speaker
Jessica Manzone is an Assistant Professor of Practice in the College of Education at Northern
Arizona University. She was a classroom teacher and instructional coach before entering higher
education. Jessica currently serves as lead faculty for the Arizona Teacher Residency where she

https://go.educationaladvancement.org/l/781173/2023-01-24/4sntnc
https://go.educationaladvancement.org/l/781173/2023-01-24/4sntnc
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89419593427


works to prepare graduate students for future careers serving their local communities. Jessica’s
research interests include curriculum and instruction for diverse gifted and advanced students.
Jessica speaks at state, national, and international conferences on gifted education and provides
demonstration lessons for school districts related to curriculum and instruction.

Conversations With CAGT

1st and 3rd Tuesdays each month at 5:00 pm MST on Facebook
Live

Conversations with CAGT is back with an all-new season of
timely, relevant topics by preeminent local, national, and international specialists in the �eld of
gifted education! CWC has a new format this season with programs premiering on the �rst and
third Tuesdays of the month at 5:00 pm MST on Facebook Live. Check out past Conversations with
CAGT programs on our website, where you may rewatch experts anytime, including Linda
Silverman, Jim Delisle, Julie Skolnick, Jonathan Mooney, Joy Lawson Davis, Jaime Castellano, and
many others. Conversations with CAGT is an incredible opportunity to get expert advice on topics
regarding giftedness for FREE with time to ask your questions. The best part is that as a CAGT
member your questions get priority! Join us on the �rst and third Tuesdays of the month at 5:00
pm MST on Facebook Live!

Tuesday, Feb. 7th: Julia Nyberg and Jessica Manzone
"Creating Curriculum Opportunities for All through Home and Community Connections"

Tuesday, Feb. 21st: Mike Postma
“Anxiety and its Impact on Gifted/2e Children, Teens and Young Adults”

Visit our website for upcoming “Conversations” and to view past sessions!

Other virtual events presented by CAGT
add new info

Legislative Day
CAGT Legislative Day is Back in Person and NOW OPEN!

February 23, 2023
8:00 AM-2:30 PM

After two years of hosting this event virtually, we are excited to now
be back in person for our 2023 Legislative Day at the Capitol! Our
Legislative Committee has created a one of a kind experience for 9th-12th grade students who are
passionate about issues facing their community, county, and our state. CAGT is providing students
the opportunity to apply to shadow a legislator and experience the legislative process �rsthand.

https://www.facebook.com/ColoAssoc4GT/
https://www.coloradogifted.org/resources/conversations-with-cagt/
https://www.coloradogifted.org/resources/conversations-with-cagt/
https://cvent.me/2wnM3r


Students can click here to get more information about the day, the criteria needed to apply and to
registration. Registration is now open!
Again, we are so excited to be back at the Capitol and hope to see you there!

Recorded Media & Misc. Resources from CAGT
“Seven Clever Ways to Spark Your Kid’s Creativity” (LifeHacker)
“When Your ADHD Kid Gets in Trouble: Executive Functioning with Seth Perler” (YouTube)
“The Responsibility of Being Kind to your 2e Self” (With Understanding Comes Calm)
“How to Tell if Your Child is Gifted” (STEM Education Guide)
“Homeschooling Your Gifted Kid” (The Tech Advocate)
“Early College Programs for Gifted Students” (Profoundly Gifted Parenting)

New GT Books:

Note: CAGT does not o�cially endorse book titles; this list is simply to inform you of the most
recently published books related to gifted education.

The Gifted Learner: How to Help by Fidelma Healy Eames
I Used to be Gifted: Understanding, Nurturing, and Teaching Gifted Learners at Home and in the
Classroom by Mark Hess
Female, Gifted and Black: Awesome Art and Literary Pioneers Who Changed the World by
Becca Anderson and M.J. Fievre
Gifted Children and Adolescents Through the Lens of Neuropsychology by Hanna David and
Eva Gyarmathy

In the News &GT Articles:

“Developing Racial Identity Among Gifted Students of Color” (The Tech Edvocate)
“Gifted Adults and Second Childhoods: Revisiting Essential Stages of Development” (SENG
Library)
“I’m Convinced My Child’s Teacher Has it Out for Her: When Teachers Play Favorites” (Slate)
“Addressing the Well-Being of Young Children” (SENG Journal)
“Ten Years Later: What has Changed and What Remains the Same in Gifted Education” (Gifted
Challenges Blog)
“When One Child Has a Diagnosis and Their Siblings Are All Neurotypical” (Raising Lifelong
Learners Blog)
“The Typical Gifted Program is Likely to Become Even Less Equitable” (Fordham Institute)
“Asynchronous Development of a Gifted Child and Their Unique Needs” (Parenting for Brain)
“Why I’m Against the Economics for Educating Gifted Children” (Fordham Institute)
“The Biggest Enemy of Equity Isn’t Excellence…it’s Mediocrity” (Education Next)
“Counselor’s Corner: An Interview with Tom Greenspon” (SENG Journal)
”Mensa: What Happens When 'Child Geniuses' Grow Up” (BBC News)

SUMMER PROGRAM PLANNING:

https://cvent.me/2wnM3r
https://lifehacker.com/seven-clever-ways-to-spark-your-kid-s-creativity-1849983664
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzPARFU9eR0
https://www.withunderstandingcomescalm.com/the-responsibility-of-being-kind-to-your-2e-self/
https://stemeducationguide.com/gifted-child/
https://www.thetechedvocate.org/homeschooling-your-gifted-kid/
https://profoundlygiftedparenting.com/early-college-programs/
https://www.amazon.com/Gifted-Learner-How-Help/dp/1803880503/ref=sr_1_18?crid=2241ITVBB728M&keywords=Gifted&qid=1672181541&s=books&sprefix=gifted%2Cstripbooks%2C435&sr=1-18
https://www.amazon.com/Used-Gifted-Understanding-Nurturing-Classroom/dp/1953360165/?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_w=sjaDw&content-id=amzn1.sym.b4f172f0-a2ab-4ffa-ac9d-22e96231ca8e&pf_rd_p=b4f172f0-a2ab-4ffa-ac9d-22e96231ca8e&pf_rd_r=ZSYQRQZE6J077MV78A59&pd_rd_wg=MpHA2&pd_rd_r=f4e3a534-6198-4aeb-a60c-eba1fa4dd5bd&ref_=pd_gw_ci_mcx_mr_hp_atf_m
https://www.amazon.com/Female-Gifted-Black-Literary-Historical/dp/1684811147/ref=sr_1_21?crid=2241ITVBB728M&keywords=Gifted&qid=1672181541&s=books&sprefix=gifted%2Cstripbooks%2C435&sr=1-21
https://www.amazon.com/Children-Adolescents-Neuropsychology-SpringerBriefs-Education/dp/3031227948/ref=sr_1_19?crid=2241ITVBB728M&keywords=Gifted&qid=1672181541&s=books&sprefix=gifted%2Cstripbooks%2C435&sr=1-19
https://www.thetechedvocate.org/developing-racial-identity-among-gifted-students-of-color/
https://www.sengifted.org/post/gifted-adults-second-childhoods-revisiting-essential-stages-of-development-part-1
https://slate.com/human-interest/2022/12/when-teachers-play-favorites-teacher-advice-care-feeding.html
https://scholarworks.wm.edu/sengj/vol1/iss2/8/
https://giftedchallenges.blogspot.com/2023/01/ten-years-later-what-has-changed-what.html
https://raisinglifelonglearners.com/siblings-neurotypical/
https://fordhaminstitute.org/national/commentary/typical-gifted-program-likely-become-even-less-equitable
https://www.parentingforbrain.com/asynchronous-development/
https://fordhaminstitute.org/national/commentary/why-im-against-economic-argument-educating-gifted-children
https://www.educationnext.org/the-biggest-enemy-of-equity-isnt-excellence-its-mediocrity/
https://scholarworks.wm.edu/sengj/vol1/iss2/10/
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-64426333


Click here to view our extensive list of local and national GT-friendly summer camps and
opportunities.
NOTE: This list is intended for informational purposes only. CAGT does not endorse any of these
organizations.

Social worker rede�nes self-care with iron smelting
by Cullen Purser • Published on January 14, 2023

FRUITA, Colo. — Social worker Iain Cooley takes an axe to a four-foot-tall mud chimney. The
chimney falls to the ground, revealing a molten glob of what Cooley hopes to be workable iron.

The �aming mass of metal is the end product of a years-long pursuit. But, more importantly for
Cooley, it was an act of self-care — time purposefully set aside to replenish and recharge a worn-
out spirit.

After earning a degree in human ecology, Cooley set their eyes on earning master’s degree in
social work. Most higher education programs in social work require people to have worked in the
�eld for a year or two to acclimate students to the real-world pressures they will face, including
burnout.

Burnout comes from several sources, Cooley said. Most social work programs are metrics-based;
numbers determine funding. In the realm of crisis response, measuring the outcome of those
served is nearly impossible. Counting people who come in and out of the doors is easier. This puts
immense pressure on managers to prioritize a factory-like approach to mental health care. The
needs are so often greater than the resources, or the humans doing the work.

“I work in the mental health social work �eld. And you will hear ‘self-care’ more regularly in that
�eld, [than] anywhere else," Cooley said. "It is also where it is the most ‘Catch-22-ed’. I mean, it is
[what] we talk about all the time. We encourage one another to be engaging with it as much as we
can. Your boss is telling you to engage in self-care one day and then on your next day off is calling
you and asking you to come in.”

“It can feel very much like a bottomless pit where there is no end there; it doesn't get better. You
don't ever feel yourself getting out of the pit, you're just in it,” continued Cooley. Burnout is
imminent.

Having experienced burnout on more than one occasion, Cooley has learned that it’s hard to know
when you are in it. They said one of their most valuable skills is the awareness to know when they
are feeling a sense of burnout and creating a remedy as soon as possible.

It takes a village to smelt
Cooley didn’t need the physical work of others to make this happen. They wanted to share the
magic. “[It was an] excuse to invite friends over and have people engaged and turn it into an event

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PIpuOBX7mUwPrUMshwD24qazbhcs6UpwMYm_CwAVjxc/view
https://www.rmpbs.org/blogs/rocky-mountain-pbs/smelting-iron-as-self-care/


as opposed to just me sitting there by myself in a chair watching charcoal burn away and hoping
that it works out,” they said.

Self-care can take any form needed for the individual, but for Cooley, it usually means doing some
elaborate process, often at a great expense of effort, and maybe for no real end product.

“I was not e�cient at all. It required a lot more energy … there wasn't anyone who said, ‘Well, you
can't do it like that because it has to be done at this time or it has to be done this way.’ I was like,
‘Well, I just want to do it this way, so I'm going to,’ and those are the things that are replenishing
because I mean, I'm entirely getting to direct what it is I'm doing and why,” Cooley explained.

And that is a sense of agency: feeling for a moment that you have the power to direct your own
actions. For Cooley, self-care looked like giving themself a moment where they were the captain of
their own ship.

It isn’t lost on Cooley that they work from a position of privilege that others may not have. Many
literally cannot stop to care for themselves or they will be �red, lose their housing or not be able to
feed their kids. And this is the Catch-22 Cooley refers to. They can either feel guilty, not care for
themself, and reach irreparable burnout, or they can stay replenished and able to give.

“We exist within a capitalist system that is built around extracting as much from whatever the
medium is, whether that is materials and resources or people. And one of the challenges when you
talk about self-care is that you're saying things that are in opposition to our cultural norms, which
makes it really challenging to actually enact the things you talk about when it comes to self-care,”
said Cooley.

Cooley suggests "individualism" is a negative result of capitalist ideology.

“I think nothing facilitates self-care better than pulling people out of the enforced individualism
mindset that we have become so attached to in our culture because that's how you get caught in a
system where you can't take self-care or you … lose your job, don't have a place to live, whatever it
is," they said.

Cooley continued: “If we were supporting one another in the way that we all have the capacity to …
[then] no one would ever be in a position in which self-care meant losing their job or losing a place
to live, because those things would be available through community.”

Cooley isn’t immune to feelings of guilt when choosing to care for themself momentarily over
caring for others. But, they are practiced in knowing they serve better when they are in a position of
strength.

“When we care for ourselves, when we have the energy we need to show up and be present in our
lives, it only bene�ts [other people],” Cooley said.

Starting next year Cooley will enter into their master’s program and prepare more fully to contribute
to the discussion of creating a framework where everyone could take time to give themselves a
moment of self-care.



“A huge part of why I don't feel guilty about taking self-care and taking time is because my desire is
to facilitate building as much of the community scaffolding as I can from a place of stability and
health in myself so that other people are able to utilize that same framework," Cooley said.

There’s one more ingredient in smelting that hasn’t been mentioned: limestone. In smelting,
limestone serves as a �ux. The process starts by building a �re in the furnace with charcoal. Then
you ‘charge’ the furnace in layers of charcoal, ore and �ux. Then you repeat in that order every 15
minutes or so and the layers sink and the iron gathers in the bottom of the furnace.

By taking some time off to smelt iron, Cooley has shown a model of a �ux for our lives in the form
of self-care: routine replenishment of the spirit in order to be more able to give of the self.

Iain Cooley hard at work
smelting iron, a hobby
they found helps clear
their mind and prevent
burnout.

A friend of Cooley's
assisting by providing
pedal-powered forced air.

Iain pours a layer of
limestone �ux.
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